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Axie Infinity's currency (AXS) is the CAL token's closest

economic sibling since both are utility tokens for play-to-

earn platforms and grant governance rights. There are

key distinctions to note.

Fit Burn offers discounts and unique access to CAL

CAL tokens may be used to vote in Governance contracts.

Fit Burn's Governance configuration enables double-

locking and a Curve-inspired duration-based multiplier for

locked tokens.







NFTs represented as an equivalence of 12,000 

Cx from token staking

Cx from LP staking

In a nutshell, VE tokens are locked for a very long

duration, granting a huge increase in voting 

power, to the person looking at the tokens. The 

exciting thing about the system is that the locked 

tokens do not necessarily need to be the project 

tokens themselves. Instead, they can be a 

derivative of the project token. For example, when 

Balancer does VE, the tokens used are the LP 

tokens from the 80/20 BAL/ETH pool.

We will use a similar system, where derivate tokens

based on the user contributions described in the 

reward section can be used for VE. For simplicity 

purposes, we will refer to all of those tokens as 

(Cx), although they are practically different.



V Prepresents voting power

Cx represents user contribution 

M is a multiplier dependent on the duration 

Additionally, to avoid system centralization and

collusion, the voting will be done via quadratic

voting. This means that the final voting power

that a user has grows slower and slower the

more tokens they have. More formally:

VP = √Cx x M 
Where: 

The multiplier M will be established throughout

the full tokenomics modeling, but its general

shape (depending on stake length in weeks) will

resemble this: 

M = 1 + 0.005 x D2







The DAO will determine the project's development 

path and monetary 

policies within the Fit Burn ecosystem.

Reimbursement for the protocol's technical 

enhancements will be processed via the Treasury. 

For any community-building endeavors, such as 

training for celebrity coaches, contests, 

technological advancements, etc., the DAO has the 

authority to dole out grants and spend the  

of The Treasury by the outcome of a governance 

vote impartially. Members of the DAO can vote on 

minor, aesthetic updates to the platform as well as 

NFTs.















NFT Categories within Fit Burn:

COMMON RARE

EPIC LEGENDARY



NFT EFFICIENCY RATE NUMBER OF WORKOUTS

100% 0

50% 3

0% 5
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STAKIN

ADDITIONAL

WORKOUT

MINUTES

DISCOUNT
%

 

DIFFICUL

1  2

2  5

3  10

4  20













 







VIOLATION OF USER PRIVACY
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info@fitburn. i @fitburn fitburn. i


